Comparison of film, direct digital, and tuned-aperture computed tomography images to identify the location of crestal defects around endosseous titanium implants.
This study compared diagnostic performance obtained from two-dimensional and three-dimensional x-ray images. The latter were produced with a new tomosynthetic method based on aperture theory called tuned-aperture computed tomography. Seven human cadaver mandibular segments containing a total of 20 endosseous implants with a small randomly positioned alveolar crestal defect at each implant site were imaged in two dimensions with periapical film and with a charge-coupled digital detector, and digitally with the same detector in three dimensions with tuned-aperture computed tomography and subtracted tuned-aperture computed tomography techniques. Seven trained dentists viewed randomized displays of all modalities. Outcomes of the diagnostic task of identifying the locations of crestal defects were quantified with accuracy, confidence, and time performance measures. Analyses of variance demonstrated that differences between either three-dimensional technique and either two-dimensional modality were significant for all measures (p < 0.001). These findings suggest that clinically applied TACT methods hold promise as an improvement over the status quo.